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Abstract

Understanding clonal strategies (i.e. the ability of plants to reproduce vegetatively) is particularly important to explain species persistence. A clonal individual may be considered as a network of interconnected ramets that colonizes space. Resources in this network can be shared and/or stored. We developed an individual-based model (IBM) to simulate the growth of an individual clonal plant. Typically a realistic IBM requires a large set of parameters to adequately represent the complexity of the clonal plant growth. Simulations in the literature are often limited to small subsets of the parameter space and are guided by the a priori knowledge and with heuristic aims of the researcher. The aim of this paper was to demonstrate the benefit of volunteer computing in computational ecology to systematically browse the parameter space and analyze the simulation results in order to draw rigorous conclusions. To be specific, we simulated clonal plant growth using nine growth rules related to the metabolic process, plant architecture, resource sharing and storage and nineteen input parameters. We chose 2–4 values per input parameter which corresponded to 20 millions of combinations tested through volunteer computing. We used three criteria to evaluate plant performance: plant total resource, ramet production and maximum length of one branch. The 1% top-performing plants were sorted according to these criteria. Plant total resource and ramet production were correlated while considering the top-performing plants. The maximum length of one branch was independent from the other two performance traits. We detected two processes promoting at least one of the plant performance traits: (i) a relatively high metabolic gain (high photosynthetic activity and low production cost for new growth units), a low resource storage and long integration distance for resource sharing; (ii) short spacer lengths and the predominance of elongation of existing branches over branching. Interactive effects between parameter values were demonstrated for more than half of the input parameters. Best performance was reached for plants with slightly different combinations of values for these parameters (i.e. different strategies) rather than a single one (i.e. unique strategy). This modeling approach with volunteer computing enabled us to proceed to large-scale virtual experiments which provided a new quality of insight into ecological processes linked with clonal plant growth.
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1. Introduction

Clonality is widespread among herbaceous plants. Up to 70–80% of the species in some plant communities are able to reproduce by cloning (Klimeš et al., 1997). Cloning for a plant consists of developing a network of potentially autonomous shoots (ramets) connected by horizontal modified shoots (connections), either under or above ground. These connections often lack chlorophyll and do not contribute significantly to plant photosynthesis. This form of reproduction enables plants to colonize space (Hutchings and Magie, 1990; Stöcklin and Winkler, 2004). The relationships between plant clonal growth patterns and individual performance are particularly determinant in understanding the dynamics of plant communities.

In clonal plants, growth patterns are constrained by different processes related to (i) plant architecture (Wildová et al., 2007) which governs ramet spacing, branching frequency and angle (Sintes et al., 2005) directly determining the spatial position of ramets, (ii) resource translocation: photoassimilates may indeed be translocated between ramets over a certain distance (Hutchings and Bradbury, 1986; Jónsdóttir and Watson, 1997) and/or stored in connections and at the basis of shoots (Huber and Stuefer,
Plastic adjustments of ramet morphology and clonal architecture improve the foraging capacity of plants (de Kroon and Hutchings, 1995; McLellan et al., 1997). These processes can largely determine how plant communities are structured in space and time (Kliměš et al., 1997) as they should determine plant performance. Plant performance in clonal plants is difficult to evaluate due to their hierarchical organization: from ramets to genets (Winkler and Fischer, 1999). Plant growth rate (i.e. the rate at which an individual is growing) is usually taken into account for estimating plant performance (Fagerström, 1992; Wikberg, 1995) but in clonal plants, performance may also correspond to the production of ramets (i.e. potential future new plants) or the ability to colonize space (Sackville-Hamilton et al., 1987). Space coloniza-
on promotes the placement of new ramets in favorable sites (Bell, 1984) or the competitiveness of the plant (Herben and Hará, 1997). Therefore we hypothesize that performance is best evaluated by these complementary indicators.

Analyzing the effect of plant architecture or resource translocation and storage on plant performance is difficult to address through experimentation. Modeling, on the other hand, can be a useful tool for providing a realistic formulation of plant growth. Clonal growth has been modeled using different spatially explicit models (see reviews by Sutherland and Stillman, 1990; Oborny and Cain, 1997). Among those, individual-based models (IBMs) have been recognized to be of particular interest (Winkler and Klotz, 1997; Herben and Suzuki, 2001; Kun and Oborny, 2003). Plant horizontal growth was modeled as from simple spatial diffusion rates to highly complex patterns of clonal properties. Realistic IBMs require however a large set of parameters to adequately represent the complexity of the clonal plant dynamic. As far as we know, simulation experiments in the literature are often limited to small subsets of the parameter space and are guided by the a priori knowl-
edge and heuristic of the researcher. The number of simulations is also restricted by evaluating the effect of these parameters on plant performance through varying only one parameter at a time or by calculating only one criterion of plant performance, generally plant biomass. From a complex discrete stochastic dynamical system such as the IBM of clonal plant growth, one may expect multiple coupling between various mechanism for architecture or metabolism that are difficult to study with this approach.

The aim of this paper was to demonstrate the benefit of volunteer computing in computational ecology to systematically browse the parameter space and analyze the simulation results. Volunteers are typically members of the general public who own Internet-connected PCs and provide computing resources to projects. The first project using volunteer computing started in 1996 (Great Internet Mersenne Prime Search), followed by others such as SETI@home and Folding@home (Anderson et al., 2002). Contributions were made to the development of volunteer computing platforms such as BOINC (Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing) (Anderson, 2004), which comprises nowadays more than 50 projects in all disciplines. The present article is part of the Virtual Prairie (ViP) project relaid by the website http://vpsc.cs.uh.edu/virtual-prairie that gathers several thousands of PCs of volunteers. This is up to our knowledge the first project in ecology using volunteer computing (Garbey et al., 2008).

We developed our own individual-based model (IBM) to simulate the growth of an individual clonal plant. The design of our model is not fundamentally original, since many other IBMs have been tested in the literature. We referred to Sutherland and Stillman (1990) and Oborny and Cain (1997) for extensive reviews on the topic. The computational approach presented in this paper can be applied to any of these models. To be specific our individual clonal plant growth was simulated using nine growth rules related to the metabolic process, resource sharing and storage and plant architecture. We tested the effect of sixteen out of the nineteen input parameters implemented in the model on plant performance traits. We chose 2-4 values per parameter and tested therefore 20 millions of parameter value combinations. We concentrated our plant performance evaluation on three criteria: plant total resources, ramet production and maximum length of one branch. Our goal with our IBM model was to:

i. detect clonal traits contributing to plant performance and the correlations between performance output parameters. We focused on traits linked with architectural and resource translocation,

ii. analyze plant strategies under optimal conditions of growth (i.e. undisturbed, without competition nor resource stress)

2. Model description

2.1. Purpose

A clonal plant was simulated as a network of ramet units connected by connection units forming branches (Fig. 1). The state variable of this cellular automaton describes the location of ramets and connection units in the cells of an hexagonal grid. Short-term growth of an individual clonal plant was simulated (only one sea-
son). No ramet mortality or sexual birth was therefore included. In parallel we have set up a semi-controlled experiment with individual clonal plants (Benot et al., 2009). While there is not enough data available to validate rigorously our IBM, our observations sug-
gested that a ramet unit may correspond to a cell of diameter of approximately two centimeters and should be produced at a maximum speed of one per day. We used therefore a 99 by 99 hexagonal grid so that no plant could reach the border in the time of the simu-
lation. A cell is uniquely defined by its coordinates with the couple of integers (x,y); x, y e {1…99}. We chose an hexagonal grid rather than a rectangular grid as it gives more realistic simulations of the competitive interaction between ramets, simpler calculation of dis-
tance and orientation of growth process and clarity when visualized (see Birch et al., 2007 for a review). Using regular grids is less realistic than free-grid CA as it does not allow continuous interval of orientation for branching (see Berger et al., 2008 for a review), but it makes a very simple assumption on the maximum density of ramets allowed that can be related to our experiments.

This model includes properties linked with plant metabolism, resource integration and architecture. We aimed at modeling a wide range of clonal plants. There are however the following restrictions: the model takes into account only plants: (1) with rhizomes and non-photosynthetic stolons, (2) that develops into network structures (no tussock species), (3) that cannot adjust plasticly along the developmental stages. The ecological limits of these choices are discussed further.

2.2. Scales

The model comprises four different scales defined to take into account the particular properties of clonal plants. Variables for each scale are described in Table 1. We used the following scales:

- **The growth unit** (connection (c) or ramet (r)): Ramets and connections may differ in two main functions: (i) nutrient uptake and resource synthesis and (ii) resource storage. We assumed that ramet units contributed to the uptake of nutrients and synthesis of resources through their well-developed roots and photosyn-

thetic organs (feeding sites, sensu Bell, 1984), while connections did not. These resources may be available for immediate growth or be used for long-term reserve formation, which corresponds
to the synthesis of storage substances at the expense of immediate growth (Chapin et al., 1990). In clonal plants, connections often specialize in long-term resource storage (Steen and Larsson, 1986; Hartnett, 1989; Suzuki and Stuefer, 1999; Asaeda et al., 2006). We assumed therefore that connection units were able to store resources that are not required for short-term growth (i.e. long-term reserves), while ramet units were not. Variables linked with each growth unit are the quantity of resource accumulated ($R_g$ with $g$ being a ramet or a connection $c$) and the probability of creating a new growth unit ($p_g(c)$ for a ramet and $p_c(c)$) for a ramet and a connection unit respectively. Each ramet may be further associated with a distance to the origin of the branch ($d(r)$). The probability of branching ($p_{br}(r)$) depends on the growth rules described below.

- The branch ($b$) (a series of interconnected ramets belonging to the same branch). A branch is composed of at least two ramets interconnected by multiple connection units representing the spacer. We define the spacer length $D$ as the number of connection units constituting the spacer. New branches may be created from a ramet unit. We gave each branch a generation number $G(b)$ (1: primary branch, 2: secondary branch i.e. branching from a primary branch, 3: tertiary branch i.e. branching from a secondary branch) and a length $L(b)$ calculated as the total number of consecutive units (both connection and ramet units) of the branch. Each branch can be associated with a probability to elongate ($p_{el}(b)$) or to branch ($p_{br}(b)$) depending on the growth rules described below.

- The integrative physiological unit (IPU) (the number of consecutive units where resource translocation and sharing occur, Watson, 1986). The integration distance within the network may vary from one spacer to the whole clone (Klimeš et al., 1997). Integration generally supports active growth parts of the clone (Kelly, 1995): either young ramets (Marshall, 1990; Price et al., 1992; Alpert, 1996) or branch extremities (Landa et al., 1992; Price and Hutchings, 1992; D’Hertefeldt and Jónsdóttir, 1999) in order to provide resources for creating new growth units. We assumed that integration did not depend on the developmental stage of the units of the IPU. IPU is associated with an amount of resource available for new growth ($R_{IPU}$) and to an amount of resource stored ($R_{s-IPU}$).

- The clone ($T$) (whole set of ramets and connection units). We associated with the clone $T$ the following variables: total amount of resources ($R_T$), total number of ramets ($n_T$) and plant spatial extension defined as the length of the longest branch among the clone ($L_{Tm}$).

### 2.3. Model framework

The model is a stochastic discrete dynamical system driven by a decision tree where each node corresponds to a category of actions, for example elongation, branching or creation of a ramet. For each generic action $A$, we assumed that the model obeys the probability law: above a certain threshold the action is fulfilled; below, it is not. In the absence of detailed knowledge of the clonal pro-

### Table 1

List of the variables of the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Law</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x, y$</td>
<td>$D(x,y)$</td>
<td>Spatial coordinates of one cell over the grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D(x,y)$</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spacing length for the cell $(x,y)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>$R_g$</td>
<td>A growth unit (it is denoted $c$ when it is a connection, $r$ when it is a ramet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{el}(r)$</td>
<td>(L8)</td>
<td>Probability of branching of the ramet $r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d(r)$</td>
<td>(L3)</td>
<td>Number of growth units between the basis of the branch and the ramet $r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>$G(b)$</td>
<td>A branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L(b)$</td>
<td>(L6)–(L7)</td>
<td>Generation number of the branch $b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{el}(b)$</td>
<td>(L6)–(L7)</td>
<td>Probability of elongation of the branch $b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{br}(b)$</td>
<td>(L7)</td>
<td>Probability of branching of each branch $b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{IPU}$</td>
<td>(L3), (L9)</td>
<td>Resource of the IPU available for new growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{s-IPU}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>Resource of the IPU stored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td></td>
<td>A clone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_T$</td>
<td>(L1)</td>
<td>Number of ramets of the clone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_T$</td>
<td></td>
<td>Resource of the clone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{Tm}$</td>
<td>(L5)</td>
<td>Length of the longest branch among the clone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{el}(b)$</td>
<td>(L9)</td>
<td>Probability to elongate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{br}(r)$</td>
<td></td>
<td>Probability of creating the new growth unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu, \alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta, \epsilon$</td>
<td>(L4)–(L9)</td>
<td>Random variables expressing stochasticity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cess, we used generic linear first order dependence. We also used multiplication rules when there was more than one control variable providing therefore the independence of these variables. For instance, if $x$ and $y$ are control variables used in the decision process to realize the action $A$, the probability law is computed such as $p = (a_1 + b_1 x)(a_2 + b_2 y)$. All units have an equiprobability to realize action $A$ if $b_1$ and $b_2$ are equal to 0. Otherwise, they will depend more or less strongly on variables $x$ or $y$ depending on the values of $b_1$ and $b_2$. This probability is calculated for all units that are potentially involved in supporting action $A$: this applies for instance to all branches apex for the action which is the elongation of the branch (depending on the length and the generation number of the branch which are the two control variables) or to all ramets within an existing branch for the action of branching (depending on the location of this ramet along the branch which is the control variable). The unit with the highest probability is selected among those for action $A$. For convenience we skipped the normalization needed to keep $p$ in the range $[0,1]$, as the highest value for the probability of the event is selected. In the following we denoted random variables in the interval $[0,1]$ by greek letters.

2.4. Model variables

Plant growth patterns are dependent on processes ruled with (L1)–(L9) and the parameters listed in Table 2.

2.4.1. Plant metabolism and resource storage

Resource of the clone depends on plant metabolism and resource strategy. We allow the creation of no more than one new ramet or connection unit per growth unit (per unit of time), $R(t + 1) = R(t) + \sum_{g=1}^{g=m} R_g(t) - aC$ $t \in [1, 100]$ from an initial condition that corresponds to a unique isolated ramet of initial biomass $R_{1}(1) = 1$ (L1)

where $R_1$ is the resource status of the clone, $R_g(t)$ is the net gain of resources (either by accumulation for ramets or by storage for connection units) at time $t$ for the growth unit $g$. $C_i$s the production cost of one growth unit ($C_i = C$). In this equation $a$ is zero if no unit has been added, one otherwise.

In (L1), maintenance costs for ramets are included in the calculation of the net resource uptake $R_g$ whereas they are neglected for connections. Each ramet in the network produces a certain amount of resources $R_g$ i.e. net resource uptake which is split in a fraction $r_g$ to long-term reserve formation allocated to the preceding spacer and $(1 - r_g)$ to short-term resource available for growth. Long-term reserve is allocated equally among the connection units of the preceding spacer. The accumulation of short-term resources was made at the ramet level and was assumed to be dependent on its existing biomass, the increase in resource decreasing with the size. It was therefore modeled as a logistic law following the work of Gardner and Mangel (1999). We assumed that a ramet $r$ cannot accumulate more than a certain amount of resources $r_m$:

$$\frac{dR_r(t)}{dt} = r_p (1 - r_s) R_r(t) \left( 1 - \frac{R_r(t)}{r_m} \right)$$

where $R_r(t)$ is the resource status (short-term resource accumulation) at the time $t$ for ramet $r$, $r_p$ is the resource uptake by one ramet for one time step (per unit of time), $r_s$ the fraction of resources allocated to long-term reserve formation, $r_m$ the maximum resource accumulated in the ramet. $r_m$ was fixed to 20. This value was chosen from a controlled experiment where 10 clonal fragments of the rhizomatous Cyperacea Carex divisa Huds. were grown in undisturbed conditions in the experimental garden of the University of Rennes 1. We assumed ramet height to be a good indicator of the resource status of a ramet. The height of a ramet per clonal fragment was monitored from its birth during 12 weeks. Maximum height was reached for most ramets between 35 and 42 days (unpubl. results). We fixed therefore $r_m$ in order that $R_r(t)$ reached its maximum value within this range of time steps. Resource available for growth for a given ramet $r$ is calculated over all the growth units of the IPU following (L3):

$$R_{IPU}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{n_{IPU}} R_i$$

where $R_i$ is the resource of the growth unit $i$, $n_{IPU}$ is the number of growth units of the IPU. $R_i$ is equal to 0 for a connection unit which stores only long-term resource unavailable for growth.

2.4.2. Plant form and spatial colonization

Plant architecture is basically determined by the available number of buds at each node and their activation through spatial colonization processes. Colonization of space is achieved by two processes: through the elongation of existing branches (elongation process) or the creation of new branches at a ramet node (branching process) (Fig. 2). Both processes depend on the spacer length.

Because once a ramet is created, it will stay until the end of the season (no mortality within a season), we computed a priori once and for all the spacer length $D(x,y)$ for each cell $(x,y)$ of the hexagonal grid. Each cell of the grid is therefore associated with a value of spacer length. The spacer developing from a given ramet has the length corresponding to the value that was calculated and attributed to the cell occupied by this ramet. Spacer lengths attributed to cells that are not occupied by ramets are not used. $D(x,y)$ follows a stochastic law (L4):

$$D(x, y) = d_0 + \mu d_1, \mu \in [0; 1]$$

where $d_0$ and $d_1$ are integers representing a number of connection units.

The minimum spacer length is $d_0$ and the maximum is $(d_0 + d_1)$. Consequently, the spacer length may vary randomly among the clone.

The location of the new growth unit within the clone was selected after two subsequent modeling steps: (i) the choice of the process for colonizing space, elongation or branching; (ii) the choice of the branch that will support this new growth unit and its location along the branch selected (only for the branching process).
The first step (elongation vs. branching) is achieved following (L5):
\[ p_{el/br} = \alpha \quad \alpha \in [0; 1] \]  
(L5)
where \( p_{el/br} \) is the probability to elongate, \( \alpha \) is a random variable in the range 0–1 and \( p_{el/br(0)} \) is the threshold value for elongation vs. branching process. If \( p_{el/br} > p_{el/br(0)} \), this is an elongation process whereas if \( p_{el/br} \leq p_{el/br(0)} \), it is a branching process.

This trade-off simulates the architectural range between phalanx (highly ramified, short branches) to guerilla (few but long branches) types (Schmid and Harper, 1985).

The second step (potential location of the new growth unit (connection or ramet)) depends on the order \( (G(b)) \) and length \( (L(b)) \) of the branches within the clone.

For the elongation process, the probability of elongation of each branch was calculated following (L6):
\[ p_{el}(b) = \frac{\beta}{(1 + E_{r}(G(b)) + E_{g}(L(b))} \beta \in [0; 1] \]  
(L6)
where \( p_{el}(b) \) is the probability of elongation of each branch \( (b) \), \( \beta \) is a random variable in the range 0–1, \( G(b) \) and \( L(b) \) the generation number and the length of the branch respectively. \( E_r \) and \( E_g \) expresses the dependence of elongation on the generation number and length of the branch respectively.

If \( E_g \) is high, the branch with the lowest generation number will have the highest probability to elongate whereas if \( E_r \) is high, the branch with the lowest length will elongate. The elongation extends the branch in the same direction.

For the branching processes, the location of the new growth unit is selected in function of the branch and the ramet unit along this branch which have the highest probability to branch. The probability of branching of each connection \( (p_{br}) \) is calculated following (L7):
\[ p_{br}(b) = \begin{cases} \gamma & \text{if } G(b) < 3 \\ 0 & \text{if } G(b) \geq 3 \end{cases} \gamma \in [0; 1] \]  
(L7)
where \( p_{br}(b) \) is the probability of branching of each branch \( (b) \), \( \gamma \) is a random variable in the range 0–1, \( G(b) \) and \( L(b) \) the generation number and the length of the branch respectively. \( B_r \) and \( B_g \) expresses the dependence of branching on the generation number and length of the branch respectively.

If \( B_r \) is high, the branch with the longest length will branch whereas if \( B_g \) is high, the branch with the lowest generation number will branch. The probability of creating a new growth unit at each ramet node along the connection \( (p_{br}) \) is calculated following (L8):
\[ p_{br}(r) = \delta \frac{1}{(1 + B_{pd}l(r))} \delta \in [0; 1] \]  
(L8)
where \( p_{br}(r) \) is the probability of branching of each ramet \( (r) \) along the branch, \( \delta \) is a random variable in the range 0–1, \( \varepsilon \) is a constant, \( d(r) \) is the distance (expressed as the number of growth units) between the ramet \( r \) considered and the basis of the branch it belongs to. \( B_{pd} \) expresses the dependence of the branching process on the distance of the ramet to the basis of the branch.

If \( B_{pd} \) is high, ramets located close to the branch basis will have the highest probability to branch.

The number of branches produced from a ramet unit depends on the activation of buds available. Branching from the parent ramet unit corresponds to the production of primary connections. It can occur in six directions \( (0^\circ, 60^\circ, 120^\circ, 180^\circ, 240^\circ, 300^\circ) \) and depends on the number of buds \( n_0 \). Angle 180° points out to the direction toward the basis of the branch while 0° points out to its apex. For secondary branching, we restrict ourselves to forward branching, i.e. we use only two possible directions \( (60^\circ, 300^\circ) \) in the limit of the number of buds imposed by the parameter \( n_0 \). Rules (L6)–(L8) were implemented in the model to simulate a range of plant architecture from strongly age-dependent architecture to unorganized architecture.

2.5. The updating process

As discussed earlier, the model proceeds in daily time steps \( (t) \). Each simulation starts with a ramet unit at the center of the hexagonal grid. Since we allow branches to cross at the level of connection units, each cell of the grid could be empty or occupied by a ramet unit or several connection units or occupied by a ramet unit and several connection units. In the software we maintain a dual representation of the clone with the hexagonal grid for space distribution and a tree structure for the topology of connections. Within each time step, four phases are processed in the following order:

- **Calculation of resource:** Each ramet produces \( r_p \), allocated to short-term storage \( (L2) \) and long-term storage \( (r_s) \). Long-term storage is a percentage of the resource uptake \( r_p \) of the ramet.

- **Calculation of the location of the potential new growth unit:** This calculation is a function of the branching vs. elongation processes (L5). Once the event (elongation or branching) is determined (L5), the location of the newly created growth unit depends on the probability (L6) if the event is an elongation and on the probabilities (L7) and (L8) if the event is branching. The cell having the highest probability of becoming a new growth unit is selected.

- **Calculation of the type of the new growth unit:** If the event is an elongation, the type of the new growth unit – either connection or ramet – is defined in relation to the spacer length value \( D \) attributed to the last ramet along the branch: if the distance from the last ramet is lower than this spacer length, it becomes a connection unit; otherwise a ramet unit is produced. If the event is branching, a connection unit is created.

- **Calculation of the probability of creating the new growth unit:** The resource balance is analyzed within the IPU corresponding to the potential placement of the new growth unit. The probability of a new growth unit \( (p_g) \) being created depends on the ratio of resources available within the IPU vs. the cost of producing the growth unit following (L9):
\[ p_g = \begin{cases} \varepsilon \left[ 1 + \log \left( \frac{R_{IPU}}{c_g} \right) \right] & \text{if } R_{IPU} \geq c_g \\ 0 & \text{if } R_{IPU} < c_g \end{cases} \]  
with \( \varepsilon \in [0; 1] \) and \( p_g = p_{r} \) or \( p_c \) if \( R_{IPU} = c_g \) or \( c_c \) respectively. The growth unit is created if \( p_g > p_{go} \).

Ramet units are created only in grid cells not yet occupied by a ramet, whereas connection units may be created in empty or occupied cells. This simple rule simulates intracellular competition between ramets. If the cell for the placement of the new ramet unit is already occupied, it is not created and a new time step begins. If the growth unit is created, the IPU is depleted of the amount of resources that was necessary to create the growth unit \( (c_r \) or \( c_c \) for a ramet or a connection unit respectively). At each time step, only one growth unit is created on the whole clone even if the amount of resources available is sufficient to support the creation of further units.
Table 2

List of the input parameters of the model: 16 among 19 parameters were tested in the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plant metabolism and resource storage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy increment per time step per ramet unit</td>
<td>( r_p )</td>
<td>0.3; 0.15; 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy allocated to reserve formation in connection units</td>
<td>( r_s )</td>
<td>0; 0.1; 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy cost for the creation of a ramet unit</td>
<td>( c_r )</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy cost for the creation of a connection unit</td>
<td>( c_c )</td>
<td>0.02; 0.5; 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum resource accumulated for a ramet unit</td>
<td>( r_m )</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum resource stored for a connection unit</td>
<td>( r_w )</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold probability for the creation of a new growth unit</td>
<td>( p_0 )</td>
<td>0.4; 0.6; 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of growth units of the IPU</td>
<td>( p_{n0} )</td>
<td>1; 5; 10; 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant form and spatial colonization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of branches developing from the initial ramet</td>
<td>( n_0 )</td>
<td>2; 4; 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of branches developing from ramets other than the initial ramet</td>
<td>( n_2 )</td>
<td>1; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum spacer length between two ramets</td>
<td>( d_0 )</td>
<td>1; 2; 3; 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variability in the spacer length</td>
<td>( d_1 )</td>
<td>0; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold probability for the elongation process</td>
<td>( p_{e(lo)} )</td>
<td>0.2; 0.5; 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependence of elongation on the length of the branch</td>
<td>( E_p )</td>
<td>0.02; 0.2; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependence of elongation on the generation number of the branch</td>
<td>( E_g )</td>
<td>0.001; 0.01; 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependence of branching on the length of the branch</td>
<td>( B_p )</td>
<td>0.001; 0.01; 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependence of branching on the generation number of the branch</td>
<td>( B_g )</td>
<td>0.02; 0.2; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant in (L8)</td>
<td>( a )</td>
<td>0; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependence of the branching location on the distance of the ramet to the basis of the branch (L8)</td>
<td>( B_p )</td>
<td>0.001; 0.01; 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6. Simulations

Simulations were stopped after 100 time steps. This choice of the number of time steps gave a significant percentage, among all parameter combinations tried, of clones with a number of branches and ramets comparable to the best performances we recorded in our semi-controlled experiment. A higher number of time steps may require the implementation of mechanism such as ramet senescence or competition to be realistic.

Nineteen input parameters were introduced in the model: 16 were tested and 3 were fixed (Table 2). We selected two to four values for each parameter: these values covered a wide range of clonal plants within the restriction detailed at the beginning of the method section. These values were selected arbitrary based on our heuristic knowledge of clonal plants without any precise calibration on real plants. We calculated three output parameters related to plant performance (Liao et al., 2003; Puijalon et al., 2005). These were (A) plant total resource, which was approximated from the sum of resources stored both short-term and long-term in the network; (B) future new plants by the number of ramets (each ramet can potentially give another plant if disconnected from the others); (C) plant spatial extension, estimated from the length of the longest branch.

The IBM obeys a given number of probabilistic rules. One simulation is therefore meaningless. Indicators of the performances of the clone were therefore computed for many replicates with the same input parameter set. We computed average as well as standard deviation of these indicators with a sufficient number of replicates to ensure that the imperfect convergence of this Monte-Carlo method did not affect our conclusions. For precaution we over-estimated this number and used 1000 replicates. Systematic simulations were made for all combinations of the values tested of the 16 input parameters (i.e. 22,674,816 combinations) and the mean and standard deviation of the three output parameters were calculated for 1000 replicates of each of these combinations of values. These 22,674,816,000 clones were simulated through volunteer computing using the BOINC platform.

The BOINC middleware is project-based. These academic projects (university-based) are independently run and maintained. BOINC has a server/client architecture where the server handles work generation, distribution and aggregation. The clients on the other hand which are the volunteered computation resources, typically internet connected personal computers owned by individuals all over the world, achieve the actual simulations. We established at first a list of all combinations of parameters to be tested. One BOINC job corresponds to the 1000 replicated simulations using the same input parameter combination picked from the 22,674,816 different combinations. The jobs were processed in a random order of the parameter combinations. The BOINC server sends jobs at the request of the clients in a first-arrived, first-served basis: the server treats the request of the clients sequentially. In order to avoid wrong answers linked with malicious users or defective PCs, we issued for each BOINC job two replicates (twin jobs). Each one of the twin jobs was sent to a different client. The results of the two clients were compared and accepted if they matched. We fixed a fairly strict tolerance based on a convergence assumption for the result comparison, such that when the difference between the mean of the 1000 runs for both twin jobs was above that tolerance, a third identical job was reissued to confirm either of the results. We are able to monitor the activity of our clients and to spot the systems that give either slow or wrong answers. We have also a number of clients that are actually part of the computing resources of our University center for computing. Those are by definition non-malicious system that we can rely on, if needed. The BOINC software comes with customizable tools that allow us to choose our scheduling, redundancy and result validation policies.

2.7. Data analysis

Data analyses for such large database were not trivial. All the results were gathered in a matrix format. We created three different matrices taking into account only plants (i.e. simulations) which performed the best according to the output parameters A, B and C. The corresponding matrices denoted [A], [B] and [C] comprised the plants which had the top 1% performance according to the output parameters A, B and C respectively. Our findings were not very sensitive to that specific percentage: we tested 0.3% and 3% top percentage and obtained results consistent with the one detailed below (data not shown). Each matrix had a dimension of 226,748 lines (corresponding to the 1% of the simulations) and 22 columns corresponding to the 16 parameters tested in the model (input parameters, Table 2) and the mean and standard deviation over 1000 replicates of the three performance traits calculated on the plant at the end of the simulation (output parameters A, B and C).

For each matrix [A], [B] and [C], we analyzed: (1) how plants were distributed among the set of values chosen for each input parameter and (2) the correlations between the resulting output parameters. These analyses aimed at detecting the combination of...
input traits that performed the best for one of the three criteria selected.

(1) In order to analyze which input parameters determine plant performance; we calculated for each of them the number of plants for the set of values tested. To analyze the result we classified the input parameters into three different categories:

(i) sensitive parameter with a single optimum: parameters where more than 90% of plants corresponded to one of the values tested (*unique value parameters*),

(ii) unsensitive parameters with no obvious optimum value: parameters where plants were equally distributed between the values of the input parameter (*equi-distributed parameters*). We considered that plants were equally distributed between the different values of the parameter when the number of plants for each value of the parameter was in a range of: $[100/n(1 - 0, 1); 100/n(1 + 0, 1)]$ where n is the number of values tested for the parameter. An equi-distributed parameter was hence when plants were distributed between 45% and 55% for both values for a 2-category parameter, 30–37% for all values for a 3-category parameter and 22–28% for all values for a 4-category parameter,

(iii) sensitive parameters with complex control: parameters where plants were distributed unevenly between the different values of the input parameter (*complex distributed parameters*).

Unique value parameters were determinant in plant performance whereas equi-distributed parameters did not impact plant performance within the range of values tested. We assumed that the occurrence of complex distributed parameters indicated interactive effects between these parameters and that a combination of parameter values rather than one parameter value had an effect on plant performance. To test this idea, we computed a cluster analysis taking into account only complex-distributed parameters after centering and normalizing the matrix of parameter values. We used k-means clustering. This method of cluster analysis aims at partitioning n observations into k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean (MacQueen, 1967). Euclidean distance was used as a metric and variance was used as a measure of cluster scatter. The number of clusters k retained was calculated depending on the average silhouette of the data (Rousseeuw, 1987). We used this clustering analysis for detecting the occurrence of potential groups of plants based on their combination of values for these complex distributed parameters. We calculated the percentage of plants per value for each complex distributed parameter in order to identify the set of values characterizing each cluster. To make sure that these clusters corresponded to similar performances, we calculated the mean and standard-deviation of the performance parameter for each cluster and compared them.

(2) We calculated Pearson correlations between each pair of output parameters A, B and C. We considered that the correlation was strong when it was higher than 0.4.

Statistical significance of these tests was not calculated owing to the huge number of data (226,748 lines).

---

Fig. 3. Percentage of plants per value tested for each input parameter for the three performance criteria considered (and the respective matrix corresponding to the top 1% of best performances). (A) Plant total resources, (B) number of ramets, (C): maximum length of one branch. (a) Unique-value parameter, (b) equi-distributed parameter and (c): complex-distributed parameter. See Table 2 for symbols significance of input parameters.
3. Results

3.1. Key processes interacting with plant performance

On matrices [A], [B] and [C], we detected a low correlation between the plant total resources (A) and the maximum length of one branch (C) and between the number of ramets (B) and C. A and B were strongly correlated for top-performances A and C and less for top-performance B (Table 3).

On matrices [A], [B] and [C], we recorded the three types of input parameters mentioned in Section 2.7 depending on plant distribution among the values tested for the parameter: unique value parameters, equi-distributed parameters and complex-distributed parameters (Fig. 3):

1. Unique value parameters: For [A] (1 parameter), all plants were characterized by a high r_p. For [B] (4 parameters), all plants should have a high r_p, favor elongation over branching (low p_{el/br(o)}), display a short and unvariable spacer length (low d_0 and d_1). For [C] (1 parameter), plants should favor elongation over branching.

2. Equi-distributed parameters: This corresponded to 7, 6 and 7 parameters for [A], [B] and [C] respectively. For [A], [B] and [C], B_p, B_b, a and B_p had no influence on plant performance. We recorded as equi-distributed parameters: the maximum number of branches developing from ramets along branches n_b for [A] and [B], E_1 for [B] and d_0 and d_1 for [C].

3. Complex-distributed parameters: This category of profile was recorded for 8, 6 and 8 parameters out of 16 for [A], [B] and [C], respectively. Plant performance was high when r_p was high, c_c and p_{el/br(o)} were low and n_{pu} higher than 1.

3.2. Plant strategies under optimal conditions of growth

Plants were grouped in three main clusters for the clustering analyses performed on [A] (8 input parameters) and [C] (8 input parameters). For clustering analyses performed on [A], [B] and [C], the clusters corresponded to groups of plants with similar mean performances in A, B and C, respectively (Table 4). These groups corresponded to different combinations of input parameters values. For [A], the three clusters differed mainly depending on the number of branches from the initial ramet (n_b) and the dependence of the elongation on the generation number (E_g) (Fig. 4a). For [B], the four clusters differed mainly depending on the number of branches from the initial ramet (n_b) and the dependence of the elongation process on the branch length and generation number (E_l and E_g) (Fig. 4b). For [C], the three clusters differed mainly depending on n_b, E_l, n_{pu} and r_s (Fig. 4c).

4. Discussion

4.1. Limitations of the model

We made different biological assumptions which may limit the applicability of our results. As many other modeling studies, we focused on plants producing network structures. This restriction narrows the range of plants able to propagate via clonality as 17 clonal growth organs were detected in plants and some species are able to display several of them (Klimeš et al., 1997; Klimešová and Klimeš, 2008; Klimešová and de Bello, 2009).

While considering network structures, we considered a dichotomic metabolic role of ramet vs. connection organs into resource uptake vs. storage respectively. This simplification may be incorrect for some species, especially plants with photosynthetic stolons (e.g. *Trifolium repens*) where photosynthetic activity may be up to 20% (on a unit area basis) of that in the leaves of ramets (Chapman and Robson, 1992). In these species, the production of resources by connections should increase the ecological benefits of developing connections (high metabolic gain through resource production and low cost) rather than ramets. On the contrary, ramets may have a role in resource storage by resource accumulation in the roots and the shoot basis (van der Meijden et al., 1988; Klimeš and Klimešová, 2002). In some species, storage is mainly confined at the ramet scale and connections only play a role in nutrient translocation (Kavanová and Closer, 2005). A more profound work is therefore needed to adequately detail translocation/stORAGE role of connections and its effect on plant performance.

Though including random variation in some traits, our model did not include the ability of plants to adjust plasticity along the developmental stages. Most plant species are plastic at least for some of the studied traits such as elongation vs. branching or the level of physiological integration between ramets. These plastic adjustments may improve the foraging capacity of plants, promoting ramet placement in favorable sites and the escape of unfavorable sites (López et al., 1994). In the absence of interaction of plant growth with disturbance or resource spatial distribution, such plasticity should have been implemented in response to intraclonal competition. Modeling plant plastic response to competition needs to evaluate competitive pressure in the neighborhood of the new potential growth unit (through the density of surrounding ramets, Herben and Suzuki, 2001 or the calculation of competitive potential depending on the resource of the ramet, Oborny et al., 2000; Mágori et al., 2003). The effect of competitors on the focal growth unit should be also simulated as either a reduction of fecundity or biomass (Winkler and Klotz, 1997; Turnbull et al., 2004) or a change in the direction or length of the branch (Winkler and Klotz, 1997). Plant plastic responses to ramet density may have diminished intraclonal competition and had a significant effect on the output parameters.

4.2. Performance traits of clonal individuals

Top-individuals reached performances that could be compared to real plants though the purpose of the present study was not
Fig. 4. Percentage of plants per value tested per cluster for each input parameter. (a) Clustering analysis using the 8 complex-distributed parameters detected for top-performance A; (b) clustering analysis using the 6 complex-distributed parameters detected for top-performance B; (c) clustering analysis using the 8 complex-distributed parameters detected for top-performance C. See Table 2 for abbreviations of input parameters.
to precisely calibrate the model on real plants as was found for instance in Winkler and Klotz (1997) or Wildová et al. (2007). Plant total resource used in the model may have the meaning of plant biomass though it is difficult to precisely compare the resource amount used in the model to biomass measures in plants. The number of ramets and the maximum length of a branch were however comparable to the experimental data collected on 10 meadow species in our controlled experiment (Benot et al., 2009). The ramet number produced from one transplanted ramet varied after one season from 5 for Carexdivisa or Juncusgerardi to more than 85 for Agrostisstolonifera with most of the studied species in the range of 10–40 ramets. The maximum length of a connection reached 4–41 cm for rhizomatous species and 40–109.9 cm for stoloniferous species (Benot et al., 2009). These experimental data may be comparable with our virtual results if we consider that a ramet unit (i.e. a growth unit) takes about 2 cm × 2 cm. Further comparison of these results to data collected in field studies should however be proceeded carefully as no interspecific competition, stress or disturbance were implemented in the model.

The number of ramets was correlated as expected with plant total resources. This correlation was however low for one out of the three optimizations. The absence of correlation between the maximum length of one branch and plant resources is surprising. Genet size has indeed been reported to influence the structure of the rhizome network of Solidagoutilissima (Meyer and Schmid, 1999). Correlation coefficients depended strongly on the performance output optimized, either in the degree or in the sign. Optimization of different performance measures may therefore probably be reached by different combinations of plant-trait values.

4.3. Key processes interacting with plant performance

At least one of the performance traits was the highest with: (i) a high metabolic gain (high $r_4$; low $c_1$), a low resource storage ($r_3$) and a high distance of integration ($d_{Bg}$); (ii) a dominant effect of elongation against ramification (low $P_{elBh(y)}$) and of the position and number of meristems ($n_{BG}$, $d_{BG}$, $d_1$). However these processes were not similarly significant for all performance criteria.

Metabolic parameters were unsurprisingly particularly determining plant total resources and ramet production. This similarity was partly due to the high correlation between these two output parameters as explained earlier. Biomass production was maximized when photosynthesis was high and connection production uncostly. Low long-term resource storage and high integration were determinant for ramet production and space colonization (promoted by lengthy branches). Within the context of modeling, long-term storage may be non-adaptive as it represents an immediate cost for the plant by diverting resources that could support short-term growth (Chapin et al., 1990). Simulating a single season probably underestimate the utility of storage which should help supporting spring growth the year after (Price et al., 2002). Storage should also be crucial for the survival of newly formed ramets in unstable or disturbed environments (Stuefer and Huber, 1999; Suzuki and Stuefer, 1999) or the regrowth of damaged ramets (Turner and Pollock, 1998). These aspects should be implemented in a further version of the model.

In two out of the three performance traits (ramet production and space colonization), we recorded a dominant effect of elongation against ramification for increasing plant performance. Elongation minimizing the overlap between feeding sites and hence intra-genet competition (Bell, 1984). Intra-genet competition modeled in the present study as a simple rule on space occupation by ramets gives indeed a particular advantage to guerrilla species where elongation predominates over branching. These species are particularly efficient at exploring the environment under non-limiting conditions of growth (Kleijn and van Groenendael, 1999) whereas phalanx species characterized by highly branched and dense systems should be promoted in competitive environments (Schmid and Harper, 1985; Humphrey and Pyke, 1998).

Spatial occupation was promoted by a low number of meristems on the initial ramet, whereas the number of meristems at each branch node had no effect. Two meristems with long branches may enable the exploration of space at greater distances from the initial ramet and therefore promote long-distance ramet dispersal, whereas a clumped architecture should tend to prevent the intrusion of other plants in its occupied area (Smith and Palmer, 1976; Gough et al., 2002; Brun et al., 2007). The number and position of meristems are therefore more determinant in clonal plant performance than the spatial positioning of branches (determined through $B_l$, $B_g$, $B_p$) which seemed to have little influence. Spatial positioning of branches may depend also on the angles of branching which have not been taken into account in the present grid-model. Other continuous models of clonal plant growth have demonstrated however that angles between branches may govern spatial exploration and intragenet competition (Smith and Palmer, 1976; Bell, 1979). These theoretical demonstrations were not confirmed however in the calibrated-model of Wildová et al. (2007).

Spacer length was recorded as a key parameter for determining ramet production in contrast to space colonization. The increase in the number of ramets with the decrease of the spacer length and the absence of variability of it may be related to the modeling assumptions and update process where (1) the position of ramet is determined by local spacer length, (2) spacer lengths were calculated at the start of the simulation rather than at each time step. The choice of local spacer length was therefore independent of the position of existing ramets and did not result from a plastic adjustment of growth in response to the local density of ramets. Plastic adjustment of spacer length in response to competition was demonstrated in experimental works, though no clear consensus was found between the different surveys: in some species, spacer length increases in response to competitive pressure (Weijisci et al., 2008) whereas in some others it decreases (Cheplick and Gutierrez, 2000; Marcuvitz and Turkington, 2000). In a simulation study, Herben and Suzuki (2001) have demonstrated that higher spacer length may decrease intra-genet competition but Schmid (1986) underlined that it could be beneficial for plants to either shorten or lengthen their stolons, depending on the relative impact of intra and inter-clonal contacts.

For most input parameters, a complex distribution of the number of simulations within the values tested was detected. These results therefore suggest interactive effects between the input parameters.

4.4. Toward different plant strategies for the same performance under optimal growth conditions?

Clustering analyses highlighted different combinations of traits promoting similar performance. These combinations differed by small variations in the distribution of parameter values between clusters. This result is strongly innovative. Earlier modeling studies demonstrated that there is not a single, general solution for plant optimal foraging in plants but that one strategy may be selectively advantageous under a certain, often narrow, range of environments (Oborny, 1994). We demonstrated further that even under the same growth environment, different strategies may promote similar plant performance. Some other modeling studies evaluate the impact of input parameter on plant performance by testing one parameter at a time and fixing the others. If this process has the benefit to restrict the number of simulations and the calculation power needed, it assumes that input parameters may have independent effects. The exhaustive browsing of the whole parameter
space demonstrated here that for most parameters, this assumption is invalid. The non-additive effect of input parameters was suggested in the modeling study of Herben and Suzuki (2001), which chose the alternative to calibrate the input parameters on real plants.

In theory, slightly different combinations of clonal traits may therefore be selected in the same growth environment. In real situations, the dominance of one particular strategy or the coexistence of several strategies may be determined by local filters such as competitive pressure, disturbance or nutrient availability which were not taken into account in the present study. The highly modular implementation of this model should allow easily in further versions to simulate the interactions of several clones (i.e. a population) and their dynamics while coupled non-linearly with a model simulating the ground flow of nutrients (Garbey et al., 2008).

4.5. The interest of volunteer computing for studying ecological processes

New quality of insight into ecological processes can be obtained by the computational approach presented here. At this point, the Virtual Prairie project counts around 2500 users with more than 9000 attached computers and is therefore a medium size project compared to the much older projects like SETI@HOME or Climate Prediction. Although only 1/3 of these resources were available to the project at a given time, it represented much more computing power and at a very cheap cost than any local resource we could have got. Compared to single-computer simulations, volunteer computing enhanced the computing capacity and enabled to study the effect of a large number of traits simultaneously. Associated with systematic data-mining of the results, this approach may give enough information on the parameter landscape to localize potential interesting patterns, detect emerging properties that were not anticipated or draw the limits of this approach may give enough information on the parameter landscape to localize potential interesting patterns, detect emerging properties that were not anticipated or draw the limits of this approach.
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